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PC Upgrade and Repair BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If PC experts can do it, you can do it too...
Today’s PCs with the new generation of Windows® are terrific tools. But like all tools, they require maintenance and sometimes need fixing. This convenient reference makes it easy to keep your PC in top condition. It covers everything from choosing a computer and monitor to upgrading...
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The RF in RFID: Passive UHF RFID in PracticeNewnes, 2007
This book includes a survey of all RFID fundamentals and practices in the first part of the book while the second part focuses on UHF passive technology. This coverage of UHF technology and its components including tags, readers, and antennas is essential to commercial implementation in supply chain logistics and security. 

Reaaders of...
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Electronic Gadgets for the Evil Genius : 28 Build-It-YourselfMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The do-it-yourself hobbyist market, particularly in the area of electronics, is hotter than ever.  This books gives the “evil genius” loads of projects to delve into, from an ultrasonic microphone, to a body heat detector, and all the way to a Star Wars Light Saber.  This book makes creating these devices fun, inexpensive, and easy....
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Flickr Hacks: Tips & Tools for Sharing Photos OnlineO'Reilly, 2006
Over two million registered Flickr users and counting have discovered the ease and fun of organizing their photo libraries, showing off their favorite pictures to the world, and securely sharing their private pictures with friends, family, or ad hoc groups. But Flickr's own plethora of intuitive menus, options, and features just...
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Windows XP for Power Users: Power PackJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Everything you need to know about
	Using third-party interface and application compatibility tools
	Working with digital media applications
	Managing power, security, hardware, and software
	Auditing files and restoring data
	Setting up wireless, workgroup, and remote networks

...
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Scripting Your World: The Official Guide to Second Life ScriptingSybex, 2008
Find complete information about Second Life scripting and gain access to more than 50 previously unpublished ready-to-use scripts in Scripting Your World: The Official Guide to Second Life Scripting.  Learn how to script Second Life behaviors, grouped into categories like avatar movement, communications, prim and object control,...
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A House Rabbit Primer: Understanding and Caring for Your Companion RabbitSanta Monica Press, 2005

	A House Rabbit Primer: Understanding and Caring for Your Companion Rabbit is a complete, up-to-date handbook on all aspects of rabbit care for both new and experienced pet rabbit owners.


	Just a few years ago, most pet rabbits were kept outdoors in hutches. That time is past. Today, pet rabbits are considered to be members of...
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The Incredible Payback: Innovative Sourcing Solutions That Deliver Extraordinary ResultsAMACOM, 2004
The thrill is gone.

You are in the first seat of the intergalactic thrill ride of your
life—you got on expecting a few twists and turns; the attendant
locked you in the seat; and now your neck hurts, your hands grip
the rail, pieces of clothing and popcorn boxes are flying by, and
you’ve had enough, you...
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Live Linux(R) CDs: Building and Customizing Bootables (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
  
 Dream the perfect computer system, then build it to run on a Linux live CD!




  
 

A Linux live CD is more than just a Linux system you carry around. Start with...
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Mac Toys: 12 Cool Projects for Home, Office, and Entertainment (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Remember when they said your Mac was just a toy? It's payback time
    Your PC pals who made fun of your Mac back in the old days will sing a different tune when they see what you’re playing with now. Create a Harry Potter style picture frame that puts on a continuous slide show; teach your house to turn on the lights, adjust the...
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Arduino Workshop: A Hands-On Introduction with 65 ProjectsNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Learn the Basics, Build the Projects, Create Your Own

		 

	
		The Arduino is a cheap, flexible, open source microcontroller platform designed to make it easy for hobbyists to use electronics in homemade projects. With an almost unlimited range of input and output add-ons, sensors, indicators, displays,...
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Object-Oriented Programming with ActionScript 2.0 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2004
Master the principles of object-oriented programming as it is  used with the most recent version of ActionScripting.  

	
    Object-Oriented Programming revolutionizes the way Flash  developers interact with Flash. 

    
	
    This book provides...
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